Language of “The Game”

- Daddy / P’s / Boyfriend / Folks – Pimp
- P.I.M.P – Paper in my pocket / Put it in my pocket
- Wife in Law / Wifey – Girl under his instructions
- Stable – One or more young lady with same guy
- Quota – Set amount of money to be made
- Out of Pocket – When girl looks, speaks, disobeys and tells on pimp (etc.)
- Trap – In house or room working
- In Pocket – Girl does not look or speak to another man unless he is a paying customer
- Trick – Paying Customer
- Blow Up – When young lady leaves her pimp
- Choose up – When young lady leaves a pimp and decides to pay another
- Pimp Circle – A group of pimps in a circle “discipline” a girl
- Discipline – To abuse and Beat a girl
- Instruction – Whatever a pimp say/ under his rule
- Blade/Track – A street where young ladies and women are sold
- Bottom Bitch – #1 Girl who has been there longest and pays more. Usually has to keep other girls in line
- Chopped – Beaten and Abused
- Green – A person that does not know all the rules to the lifestyle / New to the game
- Game – Life of Sexual Exploitation / Prostitution
- Vet – Seasoned in the life / has been in the life for a while
- Serve Papers – When a pimp tells another pimp that the girl left him to be with the other
- Robbed – Money and personal effects stolen and also means RAPE
- Choose up Fee – Girl has to pay a certain amount of money to be accepted by pimp
- Gorilla Pimp – Forceful, Violent and Aggressive
- Finesse Pimp – Sweet talker and Highly Manipulative
- Automatic – When a girl works on her own without her pimp watching her.
- Family – A group of pimps and young ladies in the life who form a group “family”
- Pimp Partner – Pimp that has another friend that is a pimp
- Ho Partner – a working girl that has a friend that works too
- Bitch – Term of endearment from Pimp, Wifey and others in life
- Stomp Down – Faithful and in pocket girl
- Turn a Date – Exchange Sex for Money
- Green Light – Giving other Pimps permission to do anything they want to his girl
- Lace your shoes – Teach the girls the rules of the game
- Stay Down – Work until he says it’s okay to come in
- Renegade – Girl that has no pimp
- Pimps up Hoe’s Down – Pimps on sidewalk and girls in the street
- Looking Down – Looking at the ground, the girl is never suppose to look in another pimps face
- Regulars – A trick that consistently calls and sees a specific girl
- Square – A guy or girl that is not in the life